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CENTRAL DERIVATIVES OF L-FUNCTIONS IN HIDA
FAMILIES
BENJAMIN HOWARD
Abstract. We prove a result of the following type: given a Hida family of
modular forms, if there exists a weight two form in the family whose L-function
vanishes to exact order one at s = 1, then all but finitely many weight two
forms in the family enjoy this same property. The analogous result for order
of vanishing zero is also true, and is an easy consequence of the existence of
the Mazur-Kitagawa two-variable p-adic L-function.
1. Introduction
Fix embeddings Qalg →֒ Qalgp and Q
alg →֒ C, and let ω : (Z/pZ)× → µp−1 denote
the Teichmuller lift. Suppose that M is a positive integer, p ∤M is prime, and
(1) g =
∑
n>0
a(n)qn ∈ Sk(Γ0(Mp), ω
j,Qalg)
is a normalized cusp form of weight k ≥ 2, level Γ0(Mp), and nebentype ω
j . We
assume that g is an eigenform for all Hecke operators Tℓ with ℓ ∤ Mp and Uℓ with
ℓ | Mp, that g is M -new, and that g is p-ordinary in the sense that |a(p)|p = 1.
Fixing a finite extension F/Qp inside of Q
alg
p large enough to contain all Fourier
coefficients of g, let ρg : GQ → GL2(F ) be the Galois representation attached to
g by Deligne. We assume throughout that p does not divide 6Mφ(M) (where φ
is Euler’s function) and that the residual Galois representation of ρg is absolutely
irreducible.
To the form g Hida attaches a q-expansion g ∈ R[[q]] where R is an integral
domain, finite and flat over the Iwasawa algebra Λ = OF [[1 + pZp]] (OF is the
maximal order in F ). If p is an arithmetic prime of R as defined in §2 and Fp =
Rp/p, then the image of g in Fp[[q]], denoted gp, is the q-expansion of a p-adic
modular form of some weight, level, and nebentype all of which depend on p. For
a suitable choice of p we recover g = gp. Let us denote by P2 the set of all weight
two arithmetic primes of R; that is, the (infinite) set of arithmetic primes p for
which the p-adic modular form gp has weight two. The family {gp | p ∈ P2}
contains only finitely many forms of any given nebentype, but there is a uniform
way of twisting the entire family into a family of p-adic modular forms of trivial
nebentype. Indeed, a choice of critical character θ : Z×p → R
× in the sense of §2
provides us with, for each p ∈ P2, a character ϑp : Z
×
p → F
×
p whose square is the
nebentype of gp. Thus the form fp = gp ⊗ ϑ
−1
p has trivial nebentype, and one may
ask how the order of vanishing (i.e. the analytic rank) ords=1L(s, fp) varies as p
varies (strictly speaking one must choose an embedding Fp →֒ Q
alg
p in order to view
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the q-expansion coefficients of fp as elements of Q
alg ⊂ C, but we ignore this for
the moment). A conjecture of Greenberg [4] predicts that as p varies over P2 all
but finitely many of the modular forms fp should have analytic rank zero or one,
depending on the root number of the L-function of fp. This root number is constant
as p varies, except for a finite and explicit set of bad p’s which were determined by
Mazur-Tate-Teitelbaum [10]. When the root number is +1 it follows easily from the
existence of the Mazur-Kitagawa two-variable p-adic L-function that if one can find
a single p ∈ P2 for which fp has analytic rank zero, then fp has analytic rank zero
for all but finitely many p ∈ P2; see Theorem 7, which also includes information
about fp of higher even weight. In the present article we prove a similar result in the
case where the root number is −1. If Gen2(θ) ⊂ P2 denotes the set of arithmetic
primes of weight two which are generic for θ in the sense of Definition 2, then we
prove that if there is a single p ∈ Gen2(θ) for which fp has analytic rank one then
the analytic rank is one for all but finitely many p ∈ Gen2(θ). The set Gen2(θ) is
very explicit and contains all but finitely many p ∈ P2. The result is stated in the
text as Theorem 8. This provides a method for verifying Greenberg’s conjecture in
any given case, as one need only exhibit a single form in the Hida family having
the correct analytic rank.
The method of proof is based on the author’s earlier papers [6] and [7]. The first
of these papers contains the construction of a big Heegner point Z ∈ H1(K,T†)
where K is a quadratic imaginary field and T† is a twist of the R-adic Galois
representation attached to g. The second paper contains an extension of the Gross-
Zagier theorem to modular forms of nontrivial nebentype which is general enough
to include the forms {gp | p ∈ Gen2(θ)}. For any p ∈ Gen2(θ) we make explicit the
connection between the images Zp ∈ H
1(K,T† ⊗R Fp) of Z for various p and the
generalized Heegner points constructed in [7]. Assuming that there is a p ∈ Gen2(θ)
for which fp has analytic rank one, we use the main result of [7] to prove the
nontriviality of Zp and then deduce that Z is not R-torsion (as predicted by [6,
Conjecture 3.4.1]). From this it follows that Zp is non-trivial for all but finitely
many p ∈ Gen2(θ), and again applying the main result of [7] we deduce that the
generic analytic rank of the fp’s is one.
The sole reason for restricting attention to those forms fp having weight two
is that the extension of the Gross-Zagier theorem proved in [7] applies only to
modular forms of weight two. While higher even weight analogues of the Gross-
Zagier theorem are known [12, 17], they are not strong enough to deduce higher
weight analogues of Proposition 3 below.
If E is a number field we denote by AE its ring of adeles and by
artE : A
×
E → Gal(E
ab/E)
the Artin reciprocity map artE(x) = [x,E] normalized as in [16, §5.2].
2. The Hida family
In this section we quickly recall the basic facts of Hida theory which we will
need, following the notation of [6, §2.1] (in which the reader will find references to
facts stated here without proof). Set Γ = 1 + pZp, define
Λ = OF [[Γ]] Λ = OF [[Z
×
p ]],
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and denote by z 7→ [z] the canonical inclusion of group-like elements Z×p →֒ Λ
×.
For every integer t > 0 set
Φt = Γ0(M) ∩ Γ1(p
t) ⊂ SL2(Z)
and let hr,t denote the OF -algebra generated by the Hecke operators
{Tℓ : (ℓ,Mp) = 1} ∪ {Uℓ : ℓ |Mp} ∪ {〈d〉 : (d, p) = 1}
acting on the space of p-adic cusp forms Sr(Φt,Q
alg
p ) of level Φt and weight r ≥ 2.
We view each hr,t as a Λ-algebra via [z] 7→ z
r−2〈z〉. Set hordr,t = e
ordhr,t where
eord ∈ hr,t is Hida’s ordinary projector and define
hord = lim
←−
t
hordr,t .
By Hida’s theory the Λ-algebra hord is independent of r and is finite and flat over
Λ.
The cuspform (1) determines a homomorphism (again denoted g)
hord → hordk,1 → OF .
The ring hord is semi-local and there is a unique maximal ideal m ⊂ hord such that
g factors through the local summand hordm . The local ring h
ord
m then has a unique
minimal prime ideal a such that g factors through the integral domain R = hordm /a.
We say that hordm is the Hida family of g, while R is the branch of h
ord
m on which g
lives. A prime ideal p ⊂ R is arithmetic if there is a homomorphism of OF -algebras
R→ Qalgp with kernel p such that the composition Γ→ R
× → Qalg,×p has the form
γ 7→ ψ(γ)γr−2 with ψ of finite order and r ≥ 2 an integer (called the weight of p).
For such a p we define Fp = Rp/p, a finite extension of F . The homomorphism
Γ → R× → F×p then has the form γ 7→ ψp(γ)γ
r−2 where ψp is the wild character
of p. By Hida’s theory there is a formal q-expansion
g =
∑
n>0
a(n)qn ∈ R[[q]]
with the property that for any arithmetic prime p of weight r the image of g in
Fp[[q]] is an M -new ordinary p-adic eigenform
gp =
∑
n>0
ap(n)q
n ∈ Sr(Γ0(Mp
t), ωk+j−rψp, Fp).
Here t = t(p) is the smallest positive integer for which 1 + ptZp ⊂ ker(ψp) and we
view both ω and ψp as characters of
(Z/ptZ)× ∼= (Z/pZ)× × (1 + pZp)/(1 + p
tZp).
A critical character is a homomorphism
θ : Z×p → R
×
which satisfies θ2(z) = [z] for all z ∈ Z×p . There are exactly two critical characters,
and they differ by multiplication by ω(p−1)/2; see Proposition 2.1.3 and Remark
2.1.4 of [6]. We now fix, for the remainder of this article, a critical character θ and
define
Θ : GQ → R
×
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by Θ(σ) = θ(ǫcyc(σ)), where ǫcyc : GQ → Z
×
p is the cyclotomic character. The
homomorphism [·] : Z×p → R
× has the property that for every arithmetic prime p
of weight r the composition of [·] with R× → F×p is given by
[z]p = ω
k+j−r(z)ψp(z)z
r−2
for every z ∈ Z×p . We denote by θp and Θp the compositions
θp : Z
×
p
θ
−→ R× → F×p Θp : GQ
Θ
−→ R× → F×p .
and note that when p has weight two the nebentype of gp is θ
2
p = [·]p,
For each t > 0 let Xt = X(Φt) be the modular curve over Spec(Q) classifying
elliptic curves with Φt level structure, set Jt = Jac(Xt), and define an h
ord
2,t [[GQ]]-
module
Taordp (Jt) = e
ord(Tap(Jt)⊗Zp OF ).
Passing to the limit over t we define an hord-module Taord = lim
←−
Taordp (Jt). Accord-
ing to [11, The´ore`me 7] our hypothesis on the irreducibility of the residual Galois
representation attached to g implies that
Taordm = Ta
ord ⊗hord h
ord
m T = T
ord ⊗hord R
are free of rank two over hordm and R, respectively. The R-module T carries a
natural GQ-action, and the twist T
† = T⊗Θ−1 admits a perfect alternating pairing
T†×T† → R(1) where R(1) is the Tate twist of R. For E any number field denote
by
SelGr(E,T
†) ⊂ H1(E,T†)
the strict Greenberg Selmer group defined in [6, Definition 2.4.2]. For any arithmetic
prime p define Vp = T⊗R Fp and V
†
p = T
† ⊗R Fp.
Definition 1. Suppose f ∈ S2(Γ0(M),Q
alg
p ) is a p-ordinary newform with q-
expansion f =
∑
n>0 b(n)q
n and let α denote the unit root of the polymomial
X2 − b(p)X + p. The p-stabilization of f is the p-adic modular form of level Mp
with q-expansion ∑
n>0
b(n)qn +
p
α
∑
n>0
b(n)qpn.
We note that the p-stabilization of f is an eigenform for Up with eigenvalue α.
Definition 2. An arithmetic prime p ⊂ R of weight two is said to be generic for θ
if one of the following (mutually exclusive) hypotheses is satisfied:
(a) gp is the p-stabilization of a newform f ∈ S2(Γ0(M), Fp) and θp is trivial;
(b) gp is new of level Mp and θp = ω
p−1
2 ;
(c) gp has nontrivial nebentype.
Let Gen2(θ) denote the set of all arithmetic weight two primes of R which are
generic for θ. Clearly all but finitely many weight two arithmetic primes are generic
for θ as all but finitely many satisfy condition (c).
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3. Results over quadratic imaginary fields
Let K be a quadratic imaginary field of discriminant −D prime to Mp and let
ǫK =
(
−D
·
)
denote the quadratic Dirichlet character attached to K. Assume that
every prime divisor ofM splits in K, so that ǫK(M) = 1, and fix an ideal M ⊂ OK
of the maximal order of K such that OK/M ∼= Z/MZ. Let H denote the Hilbert
class field of K. Taking c = 1 in the construction of [6, §2.2] gives a canonical
cohomology class, the big Heegner point of conductor 1
X = X1 ∈ H
1(H,T†).
We define
Z = CoresH/K(X) ∈ H
1(K,T†)
and for any arithmetic prime p ⊂ R let Zp denote the image of Z in H
1(K,V †p ).
For p ⊂ R arithmetic of weight two, define an F×p -valued character of A
×
K
χp(x) = Θp(artQ(NK/Q(x)))
and denote by χ0,p the restriction of χp to A
×
Q . As before let t = t(p) be the smallest
positive integer for which ψp is trivial on 1 + p
tZp. The conductor of χ0,p divides
pt (more precisely, χ0,p is either trivial or of conductor p
t), and we may view χ0,p
as a character of (Z/ptZ)× in the usual way. The nebentype of gp is then equal to
χ−10,p. Indeed, it follows from §2 that gp has nebentype [·]p = θ
2
p, and the equality
θ2p = χ
−1
0,p follows from the relations
χ0,p(x) = χp(xp) = Θ
2
p(artQ(xp)) = θ
−2
p (x)
where x ∈ Z×p , xp ∈ A
×
Q is the idele with x in the p-component and 1 in all other
components, and we have used the fact that the composition
Z×p
x 7→xp
−−−−→ A×Q
artQ
−−→ Gal(Q(µp∞)/Q)
ǫcyc
−−→ Z×p
is given by x 7→ x−1.
Although we will not recall here the construction of the class X, we will need an
explicit description of Zp when p has weight two. Fix such a p and let t be as above.
Let Jt denote the Jacobian of the modular curve Xt = X(Φt). Let Hpt denote the
ring class field of the order Opt ⊂ OK of conductor p
t and set Lt = Hpt(µpt). As in
[6, §2.2] (but supressing c = 1 from the notation) denote by ht ∈ Xt(Lt) the point
corresponding to the triple (Et,mt, πt) where Et(C) = C/Opt , mt ⊂ Et(C) is the
kernel of the cyclic M -isogeny
C/Opt → C/(Opt ∩M)
−1,
and πt ∈ Et(C) is any generator of the kernel of the cyclic p
t-isogeny
C/Opt → C/OK .
Fix a rational cusp c ∈ Xt(Q) and define
Q =
∑
σ∈Gal(Lt/K)
χ−1p (σ)(ht − c)
σ ∈ Jt(Lt)⊗Z Fp.
By the Manin-Drinfeld theorem [2, §2.1.5] the point Q does not depend on the
choice of c. The natural map T→ Vp can be factored as
T→ Taordp (Jt)→ Vp
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yielding a map
Jt(Lt)→ H
1(Lt,Tap(Jt))
eord
−−→ H1(Lt,Ta
ord
p (Jt))→ H
1(Lt, Vp).
If we define Qp to be the image of Q under the induced map
(2) Jt(Lt)⊗Z Fp → H
1(Lt, Vp)
then, tracing through the construction of X found in [6, §2.2], Qp is equal (up to
multiplication by an element of F×p ) to the image of Zp under
H1(K,V †p )
res
−−→ H1(Lt, V
†
p )
after identifying the GLt -representations V
†
p
∼= Vp⊗Θ
−1
p
∼= Vp. As the kernel of the
above restriction map is both an Fp-vector space and is killed by [Lt : K], it must
be trivial, and we find that
(3) Qp = 0 ⇐⇒ Zp = 0.
Let Emb(p) denote the set of all F -algebra embeddings Fp →֒ Q
alg
p . If for each
ι ∈ Emb(p) we set aιp(n) = ι(ap(n)) then {a
ι
p(n)} generates a finite extension of Q
inside Qalgp , and so we may view
gιp =
∑
n>0
aιp(n)q
n
as a classical modular form with Fourier coefficients in Qalg. Denote by χιp the
unique Qalg,×-valued character of A×K satisfying ι(χp(x)) = χ
ι
p(x) for all x ∈ A
×
K ,
and define Qι ∈ Jt(Lt)⊗ZQ
alg in the same way as above, replacing χp by χ
ι
p. Using
the chosen embedding Qalg →֒ C, we may form the Rankin-Selberg convolution L-
function L(s, χιp, g
ι
p) as in [7, §1]. One could also accept (11) below as the definition
of L(s, χιp, g
ι
p).
Proposition 3. Suppose p ∈ Gen2(θ) satisfies either (b) or (c) in Definition 2.
For any ι ∈ Emb(p) the L-function L(s, χιp, g
ι
p) vanishes to odd order at s = 1 and
Zp = 0 ⇐⇒ L
′(1, χιp, g
ι
p) = 0.
Proof. Let T denote the Z-algebra generated by the Hecke operators Tn with
(n,Mp) = 1 and the diamond operators 〈d〉 with (d,Mp) = 1 acting on the space of
cusp forms S2(Φt,C). Let ep ∈ T⊗Z Fp be the idempotent which projects onto the
maximal summand on which Tn = ap(n) for all (n,Mp) = 1 and 〈d〉
−1 = χ0,p(d)
for all (d,Mp) = 1. Similarly, define eιp ∈ T ⊗Z Q
alg to be the projector to the
maximal summand on which Tn = a
ι
p(n) and 〈d〉
−1 = χι0,p(d) for all n and d as
above. The algebra T acts on Jt(Lt) and we have
(4) epQ = 0 ⇐⇒ e
ι
pQ
ι = 0.
Our hypotheses imply that gp is new of level Mp
t (where t = t(p) as above), so
by Eichler-Shimura theory the summand
ep(Ta
ord
p (Jt)⊗OF Fp) = ep(Tap(Jt)⊗Zp Fp)
is taken isomorphically to Vp under Ta
ord
p (Jt) ⊗OF Fp → Vp. It follows that the
map
ep(Jt(Lt)⊗Z Fp)→ H
1(Lt, Vp)
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induced by (2) is injective. As this map takes epQ to Qp, (3) and (4) imply that
eιpQ
ι = 0 ⇐⇒ Zp = 0.
We may now apply the results of [7, §1] with f = gιp, χ = χ
ι
p, N = Mp
t, and
C = S = pt. As we have assumed that ǫK(M) = 1 the functional equation [7, (1)]
forces L(s, χιp, g
ι
p) to vanish to odd order at s = 1, and [7, Theorem A] asserts that
eιpQp = 0 if and only if L
′(1, χι, gιp) = 0. 
Proposition 4. Suppose p ∈ Gen2(θ) satisfies condition (a) in Definition 2. For
any ι ∈ Emb(p) the L-function L(s, χιp, g
ι
p) vanishes to odd order at s = 1 and
Zp = 0 =⇒ L
′(1, χιp, g
ι
p) = 0.
Proof. Our hypotheses imply that t = 1, χp is trivial, and there is a normalized
newform
f =
∑
n>0
b(n)qn ∈ S2(Γ0(M), Fp)
such that gp is the p-stabilization of f . Define f
ι ∈ S2(Γ0(M),Q
alg) to be the
modular form with Fourier coefficients bι(n) = ι(b(n)). The L-functions of gιp and
f ι are related by (
1−
p1−s
aιp(p)
)
L(s, f ι) = L(s, gιp)
while the Rankin-Selberg L-functions are related by(
1−
p1−s
aιp(p)
)(
1− ǫK(p)
p1−s
aιp(p)
)
L(s, χιp, f
ι) = L(s, χιp, g
ι
p).
As aιp(p) is a root of X
2 − bι(p)X + p, and hence has complex absolute value p1/2,
we have ap(p) 6= ±1. Therefore the Euler factors do not vanish at s = 1 and the two
Rankin-Selberg L-functions have the same order of vanishing, which must be odd
as the sign of the functional equation of the L-function on the left is −ǫK(M) = −1
by [5, IV (0.2)] or [7, (1)]. The central derivative of the L-function on the left is
determined by the original Gross-Zagier theorem, and we will relate our Heegner
class Zp to the classical Heegner point considered by Gross-Zagier.
Consider the degeneracy maps
α, β : X0(Mp)→ X0(M)
defined on moduli by
α(E,C ×D) = (E,C) β(E,C ×D) = (E/D, (C ×D)/D)
where E is an elliptic curve (over some Q-scheme) and C and D are cyclic subgroup
schemes of E of orders M and p, respectively. The Hecke algebra T defined in the
proof of Proposition 3 acts on Jt, J0(Mp), and J0(M), and α and β induce T-
equivariant maps
α∗, β∗ : Tap(J0(M))→ Tap(J0(Mp))
which satisfy the relations
(5) Up ◦ α
∗ = pβ∗ Up ◦ β
∗ = β∗ ◦ Tp − α
∗.
Gently abusing notation, we abbreviate
epTap(J) = ep(Tap(J)⊗Zp Fp)
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for J any one of Jt, J0(M), or J0(Mp). Whenever (n,Mp) = 1 we have b(n) =
ap(n), thus Tn acts as b(n) on epTap(J0(M)). It follows from strong multiplicity
one that also Tp acts as b(p) on epTap(J0(M)). From this and (5) it follows that
Up acts semi-simply on
epTap(Jt) ∼= epTap(J0(Mp))
∼= α∗epTap(J0(M))⊕ β
∗epTap(J0(M))(6)
with characteristic polynomial
(X2 − b(p)X + p)2 = (X − ap(p))
2(X − p/ap(p))
2,
and that eord and 1−eord act as projections onto the ap(a) and p/ap(p) eigenspaces,
respectively. Thus the map Taordp (Jt)⊗OF Fp → Vp takes the summand
ep(Ta
ord
p (Jt)⊗OF Fp) = e
ordepTap(Jt)
isomorphically to Vp, and it follows that the map
eordep(Jt(Lt)⊗Z Fp)→ H
1(Lt, Vp)
induced by (2) is injective. As this map takes eordepQ to Qp, we deduce from (3)
Zp = 0 ⇐⇒ e
ordepQ = 0 ⇐⇒
(
Up −
p
ap(p)
)
epQ = 0.
Let x ∈ X0(Mp)(Hp) be the image of ht (still t = 1) under the degeneracy
map Xt → X0(Mp). Thus x corresponds to the cyclic Mp-isogeny given by the
composition
C/Op → C/OK → C/M
−1
Fix a rational cusp c ∈ X0(Mp)(Q) and define
P =
∑
σ∈Gal(Hp/K)
(x− c)σ ∈ J0(Mp)⊗Z Fp.
As the first isomorphism of (6) identifies the Kummer images of [Lt : Hp]epP and
epQ, we have
Zp = 0 ⇐⇒
(
Up −
p
ap(p)
)
epP = 0.
The Albanese maps α∗, β∗ : J0(Mp) → J0(M) are related by β∗Up = pα∗, and
applying β∗ to the right hand side of the last ⇐⇒ we find
(7) Zp = 0 =⇒
(
α∗ −
β∗
ap(p)
)
epP = 0.
The point β(x) ∈ X0(M)(H) is none other than the classical Heegner point con-
sidered by Gross-Zagier corresponding to the cyclic M -isogeny C/OK → C/M
−1,
while α(x) ∈ X0(M)(Hp) is the point corresponding to C/Op → (Op ∩M)
−1. The
Euler system relations of [15, §3.1] imply that
u · TrHp/Hα(x) =
{
Tp · β(x) if ǫK(p) = −1
(Tp − σp − σ
∗
p) · β(x) if ǫK(p) = 1
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as divisors on X0(M)/H , where 2u = |O
×
K | and σp, σ
∗
p ∈ Gal(H/K) are the Frobe-
nius automorphisms of the two primes above p when ǫK(p) = 1. From this and
u[Hp : H ] = p− ǫK(p) we deduce
α∗(P ) =
Tp − 1− ǫK(p)
p− ǫK(p)
· β∗(P ).
We may use this, ap(p)
2 − b(p)ap(p) + p = 0, and ap(p) 6= ±1 to deduce from (7)
the implications
Zp = 0 =⇒ (ap(p)− 1)(ap(p)− ǫK(p)) · β∗(epP ) = 0
=⇒ β∗(epP ) = 0.
Finally, according to the Gross-Zagier theorem [5] the element
epβ∗(P ) ∈ J0(M)⊗Z Fp
is trivial if and only if L′(1, χιp, f
ι) = 0. This completes the proof of the proposition.

It seems likely that the implication L′(1, χιp, g
ι
p) = 0 =⇒ Zp = 0 in Proposition
4 holds as well, although we are unable to provide a proof. There are two situations
in which a weight 2 arithmetic prime fails to be generic for θ, and in neither case
does it seem that one should expect Zp to be related to the derivative L
′(1, χιp, g
ι
p).
The first case is when gp is newform of level Mp and trivial nebentype and θp is
trivial. Letting 1K denote the trivial character of A
×
K , the sign in the functional
equation of
L(s, χιp, g
ι
p) = L(s,1K , g
ι
p)
is−ǫK(p) and there are two sub-cases to consider. If p is inert inK then L(s,1K , g
ι
p)
vanishes to even order at s = 1. If p splits in K then the Gross-Zagier theorem [5]
relates L′(1,1K , g
ι
p) to the point on X0(Mp) corresponding to the isogeny
C/OK → C/(MP)
−1
where P is a prime of K above p. In particular, both the source and target of the
isogeny have complex multiplication by the maximal order OK . On the other hand
our cohomology class Zp is constructed from a point on X(Γ0(M) ∩ Γ1(p)) whose
image in X0(Mp) corresponds to the isogeny
C/Op → C/M
−1
in which the source and target have different CM orders. Thus in this sub-case our
Heegner class Zp is the wrong object to look at. The other situation in which p
is not generic for θ is when θp = ω
p−1
2 and g is the p-stabilization of a newform
f ∈ S2(Γ0(M), Fp). We then have
L(s, χιp, g
ι
p) = L(s, χ
ι
p, f
ι) = L(s,1K , f
ι ⊗ ω
p−1
2 ).
The sign in the functional equation of L(s,1K , f
ι ⊗ ω
p−1
2 ) is again −ǫK(p), and
exactly as in the case considered above one does not expect the central derivative
of this L-function to be related to the class Zp.
Suppose p ⊂ R is arithmetic of weight two. If
(8) ords=1L(s, χ
ι
p, g
ι
p) = 1
for every ι ∈ Emb(p) then we will say that (gp, χp) has analytic rank one. If we
assume that p ∈ Gen2(θ) then it suffices to verify (8) for a single ι ∈ Emb(p). Indeed
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if p satisfies condition (b) or (c) in Definition 2 then this is clear from Proposition
3. If p satisfies condition (a) in Definition 2 then, in the notation of the proof of
Proposition 4,
ords=1L(s, χ
ι
p, g
ι
p) = ords=1L(s, χ
ι
p, f
ι)
where f ∈ S2(Γ0(M), Fp) and χp is the trivial character. It follows from the Gross-
Zagier theorem [5] that if the order of vanishing of the L-function on the right is 1
for some ι, then the order of vanishing is 1 for all ι.
Corollary 5. The following are equivalent:
(a) there is a p ∈ Gen2(θ) such that (gp, χp) has analytic rank one,
(b) there is an arithmetic prime p such that Zp 6= 0,
(c) Z is not R-torsion,
(d) Zp 6= 0 for all but finitely many arithmetic primes p,
(e) (gp, χp) has analytic rank one for all but finitely many p ∈ Gen2(θ).
Proof. The implication (a) =⇒ (b) is immediate from Propositions 3 and 4. As-
sume (b) holds. It follows from [6, Proposition 2.4.5] that Z ∈ SelGr(K,T
†), and
(b) implies that Z has nontrivial image in the localization SelGr(K,T
†)p for some
arithmetic prime p. According to [14, Proposition 12.7.13.4(iii)] (and using [6, (21)]
to compare the strict Greenberg Selmer group with Nekova´rˇ’s extended Selmer
group) the localization SelGr(K,T
†)p is free of finite rank over Rp. Thus Z has
non-torsion image after localizing at p, and so was non-torsion to begin with. Thus
(b) =⇒ (c). Let H denote the maximal extension of H unramified outside Mp and
set G = Gal(H/H). For any arithmetic prime p we may pick a uniformizing pa-
rameter ̟p of the discrete valuation ring (by [14, §12.7.5]) Rp. The G-cohomology
of the exact sequence
0→ T†p
̟p
−−→ T†p → V
†
p → 0
shows that the natural map
H1(G,T†)p/pH
1(G,T†)p → H
1(G, V †p )
is injective. As H1(G,T†) is finitely generated as an R-module and contains Z, the
implication (c) =⇒ (d) follows from [6, Lemma 2.1.7]. The implication (d) =⇒ (e)
follows by another application of Proposition 3, and (e) =⇒ (a) is obvious. 
4. Results over Q
For any arithmetic prime p let Op denote ring of integers of Fp. The Mazur-
Tate-Teitelbaum [10] p-adic L-function L(·, gp) ∈ Op[[Z
×
p ]] of gp, viewed as an
Fp-valued function on characters χ : Z
×
p → F
×
p , satisfies the functional equation [6,
Proposition 2.3.6]
L(χ, gp) = −wχ
−1(−M)θp(−M) · L([·]pχ
−1, gp)
where w = ±1 is independent of p (but depends on θ; see [6, Remark 2.3.4]). Taking
χ = θp gives
(9) L(θp, gp) = −wL(θp, gp).
For each arithmetic prime p ⊂ R of even weight r the character θp has the form
θp(z) = z
r−2
2 ϑp(z)
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with ϑp of finite order. Define a p-adic eigenform of trivial nebentype
fp = gp ⊗ ϑ
−1
p ∈ Sr(Γ0(Mp
2t), Fp)
where t = t(p) as in §2. For any ι ∈ Emb(p) define
f ιp ∈ Sr(Γ0(Mp
2t),Qalg)
to be the classical eigenform obtained by applying ι to the Fourier coefficients of
fp (all of which are algebraic over Q). Let us say that p has a trivial zero if r = 2,
θp is trivial, and ap(p) = 1. We write Ω(θ) for the set of arithmetic primes p ⊂ R
of even weight which do not have a trivial zero, and note that Gen2(θ) ⊂ Ω(θ).
Lemma 6. If p ∈ Ω(θ) has weight r and ι ∈ Emb(p) then
(10) L(θp, gp) = 0 ⇐⇒ L
(
r/2, f ιp
)
= 0.
Furthermore the functional equation of L(s, f ιp) has sign −w.
Proof. The equivalence (10) follows from the interpolation formula of Mazur-Tate-
Teitelbaum [10, §I.14]. The assumption that p does not have a trivial zero ensures
that the p-adic multiplier appearing in the interpolation formula is nonzero, so that
there is no extra zero in the sense of [10, §I.15]. According to [14, Proposition
12.7.14.4(i)] the sign in the functional equation of L(s, f ιp) is independent of p ∈
Ω(θ), and according to [10, §I.18] the sign is equal to −w for any p ∈ Ω(θ) such
that gp has trivial nebentype. 
Given p ∈ Ω(θ) of weight r we say that fp has analytic rank zero if L(r/2, f
ι
p) 6= 0.
It follows from (10) that this condition is independent of the choice of ι. The
following result is an easy consequence of work of Kato, Kitagawa, and Mazur; we
state it for the purpose of comparison with Theorem 8 below.
Theorem 7. The following are equivalent:
(a) there is a p ∈ Ω(θ) such that fp analytic rank zero,
(b) fp has analytic rank zero for all but finitely many p ∈ Ω(θ).
Furthermore, when these conditions hold SelGr(Q,T
†) is a rank zero R-module.
Proof. We give a quick sketch of the proof. In [3] one finds the construction of
a two-variable p-adic L-function (originally constructed by Kitagawa [9] follow-
ing unpublished work of Mazur) L ∈ R[[Z×p ]] whose image L(θ, ·) under the map
R[[Z×p ]]→ R induced by θ has the property that R→ Fp takes L(θ, ·) to L(θp, gp)
for any arithmetic prime p. If L(θp, gp) 6= 0 for some arithmetic prime p then
L(θ, ·) 6= 0, and hence by [6, Lemma 2.1.7] L(θp, gp) 6= 0 for all but finitely many
arithmetic primes p. Thus the equivalence of (a) and (b) follows from (10).
Choosing a p ∈ Ω(θ) such that L(θp, gp) 6= 0, the work of Kato [8] shows that
the Bloch-Kato Selmer group H1f (Q, V
†
p ) is trivial (alternatively, one could choose
p to have weight 2 and then deduce the triviality of the Bloch-Kato Selmer group
using the results of Gross-Zagier [5] and the methods of Kolyvagin, as extended by
Nekova´rˇ [13] to include modular forms with coefficients in number fields). It follows
from [14, Proposition 12.7.13.4(1)] that the natural map
SelGr(Q,T
†)⊗R Fp → H
1
f (Q, V
†
p )
is injective, and therefore the rank of SelGr(Q,T
†) is zero. 
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If w = −1 then it is a conjecture of Greenberg [4] that condition (b) always
holds in Theorem 7, and condition (a) gives an effective method of verifying this
conjecture for a given Hida family. Of course if w = 1 then L(θp, gp) vanishes
for every arithmetic prime p by (9) and Theorem 7 is vacuous; one should instead
look at the behavior of L′(r/2, f ιp) as p ∈ Ω(θ) varies. As it is not known that
the order of vanishing of L(s, f ιp) at s = r/2 is equal to the order of vanishing
of L(χ, gp) at χ = θp, studying the two-variable p-adic L-function L yields little
information about L′(r/2, fp). We instead use the big Heegner point as a substitute
for the element L(θ, ·) in order to obtain information about the generic behavior of
the central derivatives, and substitute the Gross-Zagier type results of §3 for the
interpolation formula (10). As noted earlier, the cost is that we lose all information
about forms of weight greater than two.
We now assume that w = 1. Fix a p ∈ Gen2(θ) and ι ∈ Emb(p). The sign
in the functional equation of L(s, f ιp) is equal to −1, and we further assume that
L′(1, f ιp) 6= 0. By a result of Bump-Friedberg-Hoffstein [1] one may choose a qua-
dratic imaginary field K of discriminant prime to Mp in which all prime divisors
of M are split, and such that L(1, f ιp ⊗ ǫK) 6= 0. We now apply the results of §3.
Using the factorization of L-functions
(11) L(s, χιp, g
ι
p) = L(s, f
ι
p)L(s, f
ι
p ⊗ ǫK)
we find that (gp, χp) has analytic rank one, and it follows that L
′(1, f ιp) 6= 0 for
every choice of ι. In this situation we say that fp has analytic rank one. We now
come to our main result.
Theorem 8. Suppose that w = 1. The following are equivalent:
(a) there exists a p ∈ Gen2(θ) such that fp has analytic rank one;
(b) fp has analytic rank one for all but finitely many p ∈ Gen2(θ).
Furthermore, when these conditions are satisfied SelGr(Q,T
†) is a rank one R-
module.
Proof. Suppose p ∈ Gen2(θ) is such that fp has analytic rank one. The argument
above shows that we may choose the quadratic imaginary field K of §3 in such a
way that Zp 6= 0. By Corollary 5 we see that (gp, χp) has analytic rank one for all
but finitely many p ∈ Gen2(θ). The factorization (11), together with the odd order
of vanishing of L(s, f ιp) shows that fp has analytic rank one whenever (gp, χp) has
analytic rank one, and hence (a) =⇒ (b). The other implication is obvious, and
the final claim follows from Corollary 5, [6, Corollary 3.4.3], and [6, (21)]. 
Once again it is a conjecture of Greenberg [4] that condition (b) holds in Theorem
8, and condition (a) gives an effective method for verifying this for a given Hida
family. We point out that the implication
(a) =⇒ rankR SelGr(Q,T
†) = 1
in Theorem 8 can also be deduced using Nekova´rˇ’s parity results [14, §12] (although
this implication is never stated explicitly there), and so it is only the implication
(a) =⇒ (b) which is new.
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